
Viking Knit Bangle Bracelet with Hand Forged S Clasp 
 
Instructor:  Jeanne Peters 
 

 
 
Viking Knit is very versatile. It can be used to make bracelets, necklaces, wire baskets, pendants, 
jewelry components and even bezels. Learn how to make a woven wire bracelet using this very 
easy technique. Finish the bracelet with 2 end caps and a forged S hook that you will make 
yourself. 
 
First we will make a practice piece of Viking knit out of telephone wire to get the basic idea. Then 
we will begin making a bracelet like those in the picture, using 22 or 24 gauge wire. Viking knit 
goes quickly and we should have time to finish the entire bracelet. 
 
We will cover: 
Making the wire frame that will hold the Viking Knit 
How to weave the Viking knit to any length and thickness you want 
How to add wire to the weaving 
How to make light, airy Viking knit (shown in the top picture of the bracelets) or dense, compact 
Viking knit (shown in the samples in the bottom picture)  
Finishing techniques for the ends of the chain 
How to make a hand forged S hook for your bracelet 
 
I will bring a bench block, hammer, an assortment of pliers and cutters, plus a SURPRISE 
INGREDIENT! I will have some 22 and 24 gauge wire and rings available. 
 
I will have a KIT available with the hard to find items: 
5-hole wooden draw plate  
6” long wooden dowel  ½” diameter 
2 decorative end caps and jump rings- like those in the picture 
Heavy gauge gold or silver color wire for the S hook 
Plastic coated telephone wire for practice piece 
           Price to be determined 
 
Additional tools and supplies: 
Wire (Michael’s has a nice supply in their beading department) 
About 5 yards of  22 or 24 gauge wire  
Needle tool 
Round nose pliers 
Flat nose pliers 
Wire cutters 
A steel bench block if you have one, and a hammer 
 


